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Abstract
The paper presents a description of the work of detection and identification
of frequency lines in the Virgo dark fringe data from run C7. A number of
methods are highlighted by which noise frequency lines are detected by data
analysis and measurements in the laboratory. In this paper we give a description
of the list of noise line candidates provided by the pulsar search analysis, the
investigation of 10 Hz (and harmonics) noise, violin modes, noise from the end
station buildings’ air conditioners, sidebands in calibration lines and aliasing
in the 4 kHz reconstructed data.

PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 07.05.Kf, 95.55.Ym

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The scientific goal of the Virgo interferometer is the detection of gravitational wave signals
in the 10 Hz to 10 kHz frequency band [1]. Virgo is in the final commissioning phase, and
one major activity is the hunting of control and environmental noise. Persistent frequency
peaks (lines) in the interferometer output signal can originate, for example, from standard
interferometer functions and operations (mirror resonance, calibration lines, etc), from
environmental perturbations (i.e. electro-mechanical devices), and from non-stationary noise
(i.e. sideband structures). This paper presents a description of the work on the detection and
investigation of the origin of the noise frequency lines in the Virgo dark fringe data from
run C7.

The C7 run took place from 14 September through 19 September 2005; the duty cycle
for this run was 65%. A number of data analysis techniques and experimental methods (in
the laboratory) were used to identify and characterize noise lines. A first list of lines were
generated using the search algorithm used by the on-line monitor and described in [2] and
section 2. Line candidates also come as the by-product of the analysis pipeline of the periodic
signal search (PSS) performed by the Virgo pulsar search group. We discuss this new line
catalogue in section 3 and compare the results with the outcome of the other search method.
We also used a newly implemented catalogue of environmental coherences [3] and a multi-
coherence tool [4] to investigate the origin of environmental lines. We searched for a match
between our line candidates and large coherence values with environmental channels; this is
described in section 5. Then a hunt was conducted for the sources of these lines by surveying
the experimental halls with portable measurement equipment (accelerometers, Hall probes
and microphones). We identified some lines as originating from the air conditioning in the end
stations; we also found the source of a 10 Hz noise line source, see section 6. Other lines that
were identified include: mirror modes and violin modes of mirror wires (see section 7, which
includes a measurement of the ring-down decay time of these lines), sidebands of calibration
lines (section 4), and lines due to the residual aliasing in the 4 kHz down-sampled data
(section 8). For better or worse, our investigation only identifies noise lines of constant
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frequency; wandering lines are another type of problem, but they are not addressed in this
paper.

2. Lines from the on-line algorithm

An initial list of line candidates was produced by the on-line monitor of the Virgo dark fringe
photodiode signal. The monitor uses the line search algorithm described in [2], and the choice
of the parameter values was made in order to optimize its operation as an on-line application.
Briefly, the algorithm proceeds in three steps.

(i) The signal’s average amplitude spectrum is computed over time windows of length Tw

with spectral resolution σf = 1/T (Tw � 240 s and T � 13 s were used).
(ii) The frequency axis is tiled in intervals of minimum size Nn (Nn = 64 was used) increasing

in a dyadic way, with Ni = 2iNnNb being the size of the ith interval (Nb = 8 is used).
In each interval the algorithm computes a linear fit of the data points, excluding the Nq

points with the largest amplitude (Nq = 32 was used); this fit estimates the background
spectral noise.

(iii) Within each interval the algorithm selects the frequency points whose amplitude exceeds
the background by more than the SNR threshold (SNR = 5 is used).

The output of the algorithm over the entire C7 science mode dataset (about 100 h)
consisted of 61 516 frequency peaks, occupying 824 different frequency bins. From this map
of time–frequency data points we extracted a list of 70 lines by performing the post-processing
steps.

(i) Select and list separately the harmonics of the 50 Hz power line (the nth harmonic is
identified as the group of points within the frequency window of width n × σf around the
frequency value n × 50 Hz); 19 lines were identified as 50 Hz harmonics.

(ii) Select ‘persistent’ frequencies14 [14], existing for at least 3% of total time: 155 frequencies
were selected.

(iii) Merge frequencies in consecutive frequency bins, then assign to the candidate line the
average frequency value and a line width equal to σf times the number of merged bins;
70 lines were detected at this step.

Note that wandering lines might exist whose frequency changes with time, for example,
driven by temperature changes. The time–frequency map shows that there are few lines in
C7 which have a large drift. These are either missed or averaged out by out post-processing
cuts. In section 3, we describe a second method we used to derive a list of lines in the C7 dark
fringe signal.

3. Lines from the pulsars search

A list of persistent and high-resolution frequency peaks comes as a by-product of a preliminary
step in the analysis pipeline that searches for periodic gravitational wave (GW) signals from
pulsars. The pulsar search group set up an analysis procedure to search for periodic signals
in the Virgo strain sensitivity channel. As described in [5], the PSS analysis pipeline first
performs a data cleaning, identifying and removing transient time domain disturbances. Then

14 Frequency peaks with low persistence are likely associated with (i) random spectral fluctuations of the noise or
(ii) noise bursts or (iii) mistakes of the search algorithm, typically occurring in the presence of broad peaks or not
flat spectral backgrounds. The number of these fake frequency peaks scales with the fraction of total runtime. The
chosen cut eliminates about 9% of the frequency peaks and about 80% of the occupied frequency bins.
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it produces collections of FFTs of various lengths over the entire science mode dataset. The
subsequent step is an adaptive search for frequency peaks in these spectra. An auto-regressive
average spectrum is computed which gives a good estimate of the spectral background noise;
then the ratio is taken of the FFT to the average spectrum and the data that exceed a given
threshold SNR are selected. At this step, the PSS analysis outputs a list of frequency peaks and
a record of the number of FFT containing that peak, i.e. the fraction of the total observation
time the peak exists. This is our list of candidate lines.

The list of lines derived in this way has some advantages with respect to those found via
the method described in section 2: (i) it profits from the data cleaning performed by the PSS
analysis; (ii) the PSS produces datasets of frequency peaks from higher resolution FFTs (up
to 16 000 s) that could be used if a more comprehensive list of lines is desired; (iii) being that
it is a by-product of the pulsar search analysis it will come with no additional computational
costs. The pulsar search algorithm is preferred for the purpose of providing a high-resolution
list of noise lines, whereas the search algorithm described in section 2 yields rapid information
and quick access to results.

For C7 the PSS analysis pipeline, still in a test phase, was run on the strain reconstructed
channel down-sampled to 4 kHz and with an FFT resolution of T � 100 s over the frequency
range 0–2000 Hz. The output consisted of about 280 000 frequency peaks, out of which 676
had a persistence longer than 3% of the C7 science dataset. The 3% persistence threshold
is admittedly somewhat arbitrary, but it provided a reasonable number of candidate lines that
could then be realistically studied by our research team. This number was then reduced to 376
after the merging step described in section 2 and after removing the power line harmonics.

This lines dataset includes the results from the search algorithm for frequencies below
2 kHz. Among the ∼400 candidate noise lines from the two lists, some (18 lines) are known
from previous investigations, such as those from the vacuum pumps [6] and mirror thermal
modes [7], while some are calibration lines (7 lines). Sections 4–8 describe the work of
identifying the origin of the remaining unknown lines. These lines belong to seven categories:
oscillation modes of the super attenuator (13 lines, section 4), sidebands of calibration lines (41
lines, section 4), lines from environmental perturbations such as vacuum pumps and electro-
mechanical devices (27 lines, sections 5 and 6), 10 Hz and harmonics (156 lines, sections 5,
see also [8]), thermally excited modes of the mirror mass (8 lines, section 7), violin modes of
mirrors’ wires (113 lines, section 7) and aliased lines (4 lines, section 8). In the end, 32 lines
remain that are not understood.

4. Super attenuator modes and sidebands of calibration lines

Very low frequency lines (up to 3.2 Hz) are from oscillations of the mirrors at the frequency
of the mechanical modes of the mirror suspensions (the super attenuator (SA) [1]). The
identification of the mode is done using the information contained in [9], where the mechanical
transfer function of the north end mirror suspension was compared to its SIESTA simulation
[15]. The coherence analysis, described in section 5, revealed that these peaks had a large
coherence with vertical seismic signals, meaning that they are mostly excited by vertical
ground motion. What happens is that there is a vertical motion of the SA inverted pendulum
(IP) stage, which is not actively damped (as the horizontal one is), which then excites, by
mechanical coupling, horizontal degrees of freedom at the level of the SA last stage. This
effect will be cured soon by the implementation of active vertical damping on all mirror
suspensions.

The group of lines between 1109 Hz and 1112 Hz in the PSS list is also related to SA
oscillation modes. Figure 1 (top) shows the structure of peaks that are symmetric around the
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Figure 1. Top: dark fringe photodiode amplitude spectrum showing the sideband structure on the
right-side 1111 Hz line. Superimposed (red) is the mirror image of the left-side sideband. Major
peaks are at ±0.038 Hz, ±0.449 Hz, ±0.596 Hz, ±0.981 Hz and ±3.21 Hz from the 1111 Hz line.
Bottom: low-frequency spectral amplitude of alignment error signals measuring the pitch angle of
all suspended mirrors. It is apparent that this low-frequency noise is modulating the 1111 Hz line.

1111 Hz line. The 1111 Hz line is a calibration line that modulates the laser frequency. This
line gives a measurement of the laser frequency noise. If a mirror tilts then the fringe contrast
decreases, and consequently the common mode noise coupling increases. This is a source of
non-stationary noise, including the observed burst of bursts (BOBs) [11].

The fact that this structure is symmetric around the 1111 Hz line suggests that it is due
to amplitude modulation of the central 1111 Hz line. We noted that values of modulation
frequencies (i.e. the distance of peaks from the central line) are typical of super attenuator
modes. Another clue as to the source of the noise is the similar structure of the 1111 Hz
sidebands and that of the low-frequency component of the mirror alignment signals; this is
shown in figure 1.

In order to test the modulation hypothesis, we took a simple sinusoidal signal at 1111 Hz
and modulated it with the alignment signals in figure 1 (bottom). A measurable and observable
increase in the coherence was found over a 5 Hz band around 1111 Hz between the dark fringe
and the modulated signals; the largest coherence is with the signal measuring the pitch angle
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of the NE mirror. As a part of the same ‘puzzle’ we also noted sidebands with a similar
structure (and coherence pattern) around other calibration lines, as well as around some other
narrow and intense lines. The full understanding was provided by the output plots produced
by the NonStatMoni monitor [12]15. It was found that the dark fringe signal is modulated
with the residual mirrors angular motion at low frequencies over most of its bandwidth. As a
consequence, the low-frequency angular noise couples to every intense spectral line in the dark
fringe which is narrow and stationary (such as calibration lines); this increases the spectral
noise nearby. This will be cured by increasing the low-frequency gain of alignment control
loops, thus reducing the mirrors’ slow angular oscillation.

5. Line identification with coherence and multi-coherence tools

A necessary step for the identification of lines originating from electrical or mechanical
devices in the laboratory is to search for coherence between the dark fringe and signals from
our environmental monitoring instruments: accelerometers, microphones and magnetometers.
Such a search was performed (since C6) using a program tool that computes the coherence in
130 s non-overlapping sets of data of the dark fringe photodiode (7.7 mHz resolution) averaged
over the entire science mode data segments [3]. The program detects frequency peaks above
a cutoff value corresponding to 2.5 standard deviations above the mean coherence in the
frequency band of interest16.

A multi-coherence analysis is necessary when the dark fringe is coherent with several
environmental channels. The multi-coherence allows one to disentangle the contribution of
individual noise sources. This tool is present in the Virgo NAP library [4]; it accounts for
correlations among channels, and gives as output the disentangled noise contributions and
the reference signal with the noise removed. We performed a multi-coherence analysis of
the magnetic noise in the C7 dark fringe signal. Several noise lines and structures have been
detected, among which is an intense 10 Hz line and its higher order harmonics. The analysis
indicates a strong coherence with magnetic channels in the central building, suggesting a source
located there. The origin of the 10 Hz noise source was then identified as electromagnetic
noise emitted from the digitization boards for some digital cameras (see details in section 6).
For a thorough analysis of the 10 Hz noise in the PSS analysis of C7 data, see [8].

6. Experimental search of line sources

The list of frequency peaks from the environmental coherence catalogue matching with PSS
lines gave us clues as to the location and type of the noise source. Using this information,
we performed measurements on the magnetic, seismic and acoustic noise emissions by the
vacuum pumps, the air conditioners and other major noise sources in the central building, and
the north end (NE) and west end (WE) experimental halls. Our portable equipment consisted
of one accelerometer (piezo accelerometer model 393B12 by PCB with 0.1 Hz to 4 kHz
bandwidth, and sensitivity 104 mV g−1), one microphone (CEL-231 by Casella, 10 Hz to 25
kHz bandwidth, dynamic range 3–135 dB SPL, 1 dB accuracy), one magnetic probe (tri-axial
Hall effect sensor by Honeywell model HMC2003, spectral sensitivity 40 µ Gauss over 1 kHz

15 The NonStatMoni program monitors the non-stationarity of the dark fringe signal in different frequency bands.
This is done by first computing band limited RMS of the data at given time steps (10 s, 100 s, . . . ), then looking at
the spectral composition of the RMS time series and computing coherences.
16 The 2.5σ threshold was chosen in order to give a reasonable number of coherence lines that could then be
investigated in follow-up studies.
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Figure 2. The horns at about 45 Hz and nearby noise in C7 dark fringe photodiode at various
times during the run: (top) dark fringe photodiode spectrum; (bottom) dark fringe coherence with
an accelerometer on the external injection bench. The plots show how the horns disappear when
the injection bench vacuum turbo pump is switched off (lock 3). The top plot shows that the
amplitude of the nearby noise increases with the detuning of the modulation frequency (backwards
from locks 3 to 1). The noise is coherent with seismic noise in and around the laser laboratory.

bandwidth, noise floor 0.13 nT/(Hz)−1/2) and one spectrum analyser (Onosokki CF 6400)
used for data read out. Below we describe the several measurements performed.

6.1. Turbo pump cooling fans

Two noise ‘horns’ at about 45 Hz appeared in the C7 dark fringe data (figure 2 (top)) and
are particularly intense during the first 25 h of the run. They have a strong coherence with
accelerometer sensors inside and around the laser laboratory. On the other hand, the coherence
with acoustic sensors is negligible. During the run on the morning of 18 September 2005, as a
test, all turbo pumps were switched off in rapid sequence. The horns promptly and completely
disappeared from the dark fringe signal in correspondence with the turn off of the injection
bench vacuum turbo pump.

Through our measurements in the laboratory we discovered that the sources of this noise
were two little cooling fans on the pump enclosure. The small difference in rotation speed of
the two fans accounts for the two slightly displaced spectral peaks. For the measurements we
placed the portable accelerometer upon the turbo pump vessel. At the same time we measured
no magnetic noise, nor any significant acoustic noise produced at these frequencies.
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Figure 2 shows another interesting feature, namely that the presence of the horns in the
dark fringe signal was reduced in amplitude in correspondence with the (manual) tuning of
the laser modulation frequency to match the mode cleaner cavity length. We also observed
that there is additional dark fringe noise in the 30–50 Hz frequency region that has similar
characteristics as the horns; it is coherent with the same seismic channels and it reduces with
the tuning of the laser modulation frequency. Another common feature of this noise and that of
the horns is the strong coherence with the angular noise of the mode cleaner cavity optical axis,
mainly along the pitch angle degree of freedom. We suspect this additional noise is produced
by other mechanical devices inside and around the laser laboratory. One possible explanation
for the path by which this noise enters the dark fringe is the following: as described in [10],
a mismatch between the modulation frequency and mode cleaner length causes mode cleaner
longitudinal noise to couple into the interferometer sensitivity through the error signals used
to control the mirrors. Acoustic and seismic noise in the laser laboratory, and vibrations of
the external optical bench, produce jitter of the laser beam entering the mode cleaner; this is
angular noise that can be converted into longitudinal noise in the presence of an offset of the
optical axis.

6.2. Air conditioner

There is a probable coupling of the air conditioner noise to the terminal optical benches.
We measured the air conditioning noise with the accelerometer and microphone deployed in
different locations inside the NE hall. As a reference, noise lines at 31.7 and 53.2 Hz were
used; it was known, from a switch-off test, that these lines originate from the air conditioner.
We found that, while acoustic noise is the same everywhere, seismic noise is stronger on the
bench and on the top of the bench enclosure than it is on the floor around the bench or at
the bench support. Thus, we suspect that the major coupling of the air conditioner noise to
the bench is not seismic (i.e through table legs) but acoustic (i.e. air pressure noise shaking
optics on the bench). A possible path to the dark fringe is through diffused light, which is
reflected back into the interferometer after being scattered by some optical component on the
bench.

6.3. Magnetic lines

Searching the central building for strong 10 Hz magnetic emissions with our portable magnetic
probe we found the source of the 10 Hz harmonics to be some digitization boards in the data
acquisition room. These VME boards receive the analog signal from cameras and digitize
them. To do so they send a 10 Hz timing signal to the cameras. The same search revealed
the origin of a 10.1 Hz noise line. This line is quite narrow and stationary and quite intense
in the central building magnetic sensors. It is generated by the air conditioner of the data
acquisition room, as it was eventually demonstrated by its disappearance in correspondence
to the machine switch off.

7. Mirror and violin modes

At least eight of the resonant modes of the large mirrors have been identified from the lines
observed by the PSS; these are the NE, WE, NI and WI butterfly (about 3885 and 3917 Hz)
and drum (about 5545 and 5584 Hz) modes. These values were first measured in run C2 [7].
A difference of a few tenths of Hz in the measured mode frequency is due to temperature
drifts. The identified line at 7724 Hz resembles a Lorentzian peak. It is a candidate for one of
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Figure 3. Time frequency map of 2000 s of whitened dark fringe data, starting right after a lock
acquisition. This shows the ring down of some violin fundamental modes. The most highly excited
ones likely correspond to mirrors that receive correction signals for the lock acquisition.

the higher order mirror modes (mode 0,3) although the finite model simulation in [7] predicts
this to be closer to 7600 Hz.

A group of lines in the 330–340 Hz range are the fundamental violin modes of the four
wires suspending the NE, WE, NI and WI mirrors, which are thermally excited. These are,
in fact, predicted to be at about 320 Hz [13]. In the PSS list, with 100 s time resolution,
we identified 28 distinct peaks. There are expected to be 32 distinct fundamental modes.
This is because wire tension cannot be perfectly equalized, and z − x degeneracy is removed
because the wires are clamped to finite mass bodies with non-diagonal moment of inertia (i.e.
Ixz �= 0). Higher modes, up to the fourth order, are detected by the line search programs.
Higher order modes are not exact multiples of the fundamental ones; each excited wire can
be modelled as a coupled oscillator having a non-negligible coupling with the marionette and
mirror eigenmodes.

7.1. Ring down of violin and mirror modes

Mirrors and wires are mechanically excited at each lock acquisition and decay to a stationary
state within 500–1000 s after the lock is acquired. The transient period is observed by looking
at the spectrogram of the whitened dark fringe signal (figure 3). A measurement of the decay
time of these modes (i.e. a measurement of Q) is interesting because it provides information on
the mirrors’ bulk loss angle. The expected Q value for the 3900 Hz mirror (0,2) ‘butterfly’ mode
ranges from 4×105 to 1.2×106, which corresponds to decay times from 34 to 98 s (Q = πf τ)

[13, 14].
A rough measurement has been performed using the band limited RMS and lines’

amplitude data computed by the NonStatMoni. The decay times listed in table 1 are computed
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Table 1. Decay time of mirror and wire modes as measured by an exponential fit to the peak
frequency amplitude (rows 1 and 2) or the band limited RMS noise (rows 3, 4 and 5) computed by
the NonStatMoni.

Frequency(Hz) Description of mode Decay time(s)

3884 NE and WE mirrors, butterfly mode 106 ± 7
3916 NI and WI mirrors, butterfly mode 510 ± 40
100–200 BS wires, violin modes (peak at 167 Hz) 552 ± 23
300–400 NE, WE, NI and WI wires 520 ± 27
600–700 NE, WE, NI, WI wires (2nd mode) 214 ± 13

by fitting the data with an exponential decay (Ae−t/τ ). The estimate has been repeated for
several (N = 13–20) lock acquisitions and the average values are listed in table 1. Errors are
computed as σ/

√
N , where σ is the standard deviation of the sample of repeated measurements.

We have also tested a method to fit the decaying signal of one of the modes, the one
at 3884.17 Hz, which is associated with the NE mirror mode (0,2) [7]. The mode was first
isolated by using an adaptive notch filter centred at this frequency. Then we fit the notched
signal to the function

y(t) = A1e−t/τ1 sin(2πf1t + φ1) + A2e−t/τ2 sin(2πf2t + φ2),

where f1 = 3884.17 Hz, and the second term accounts for the residual beating with the same
mode of the WE mirror whose frequency is very close (f2 = 3884.60 Hz). The result of the
fit is τ1 = (118.5 ± 0.6) s.

The frequencies of these wire and mirror modes are in the audible band, and the frequency
of the first violin modes is close to a ‘Mi’ tone (329.63 Hz). We have isolated some of these
wires and mirror sounds by applying a narrow band pass filter. These have been used, together
with other ‘Virgo sounds’, in a musical performance, namely part of the celebrations of the
500 years since Galileo Galilei17.

8. Aliased lines

We realized that a few of the lines in the PSS list are the result of the aliasing of higher
frequency lines. The PSS program used the h 4 kHz channel, which is the h-reconstructed
channel down-sampled from 20 kHz to 4 kHz. The down-sampling procedure applies anti-
aliasing filtering to the data using one sixth-order Butterworth filter with a cut off at 2 kHz. It
has been noted that more efficient anti-aliasing filters must be used with future data.

9. Conclusions

We have described the analysis of spectral lines in the dark fringe photodiode signal of the C7
run. We adopted, as a new line catalogue, the frequency peak list produced by the analysis
pipeline of the periodic signal search. This catalogue compares well with the output of our line
search algorithm. The newly implemented environmental coherence catalogue and the multi-
coherence applied to environmental channels proved to be very useful tools in identifying
lines of environmental origin, and also providing an aid in the location of these noise sources.
Eventually, experimental hunts allowed us to precisely locate the source of several lines. It
has been possible to identify the source of most of the lines detected by the search algorithms.

17 Pisa, June 2006, http://www.fabbricaeuropa.com.
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This information has been stored in an on-line database [16] and is being used to understand
the interferometer noise, both during commissioning or with gravitational wave searches. For
example, the PSS analysis of the subsequent Virgo weekend science runs (WSR) data used
the list of identified lines to veto these frequencies from the peak maps; about 1% of the
PSS pulsar candidates were vetoed in the WSR7 science run by using the lines that we have
identified in our analysis of the C7 data.
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